
[OecoTninq 'visuallg literate' will lead to better
instruction and more prepared students.]

"The primary literacy of the 21 century will be
visual: pictures, qraphics, imaqes of every kind...it's

no lonqer enouqh to be able to read and write. Our
students must learn to process both words and

pictures. They must be able to move qracefully and
fluently between text and imaqes, between literal

and fiqurative worlds."

By Lynell Burmark
NEA Today; May 2002

(The Magazine of the National Education Association)
Resources: The Power of Visuals

Visual Literacy: Learn To See. See To Learn



The Power of Visuals

Becoming Visually literate'will
lead to better instruction and
more prepared students.
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By Lynell Burmark
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EXCERPT

"The primary literacy of the 21 st century will be visual: pictures, graphics,
images of every kind...it's no longer enough to be able to read and write.
Our students must leam to process both words and pictures. They must be
able to move gracefully and fluently between text and images, between lit
eral and figurative worids."

jP^l^^oday's children have always
3 known a world ofcompet-
8 ing sound bites and digital

_JL images. Their attention
spans are shorter than ever. Short
of recruiting teachers from the
ranks of MTV stars, how can educa

tors compete for their students'
attention?

According to Visual Literacy:
Leam to See. See to Leam, educa

tors don't need to compete; they
just need to adapt. Traditional
instruction practices—the old way
of teaching—simply won't work. .
says Lynell Burmark, author of
the book and associate in the

Thomburg Center for Professional
Development.

"It's time for teachers to take

they foster for the betterment of
student learning." she writes.

How? Through visual literacy—
the 21st century's new "basic
skill." According to the book,
incorporating visuals—color, art.
photos, fonts—into lessons can
enhance and accelerate classroom ,
instruction. Teachers will reach

their students faster, more effi
ciently. and more effectively when
they punctuate what they say with
images.

The supporting facts presented
throughout the book are convincing:
Researchers have found that

humans process visual information
60,000 times faster than textual
information. They've also concluded
that visual aids can improve learning

a different font during a presenta
tion won't achieve visual literacy,
Burmark writes. Like the process of
learning to read, visual literacy is a
learned skill, not an intuitive one. It

can be achieved only by studying
the techniques used to create
images, learning the vocabulary of
shapes and colors, and identifying
characteristics that give an image its
meaning.

Fast-moving and chock full of
insights and facts, the book Is an
excellent resource to help teachers
and students become more effec

tive communicators and understand
how to use the power of visuals to
their advantage.

A particularly interesting chapter
demonstrates how educators can

use color to create specific moods
for leamtng. Because our minds are
biologically programmed to respond

accelerate leam-

light blue, yellow,
yellow-green, and

Lynell Burmark' orange to be the
best colors for

facilitating learn
ing inside classrooms.

Burmark also takes the reader

into schools across the United

States and Canada and introduces

teachers who describe their strate

gic, practical use of visual expres
sion and technology.

Visual Literacy offers a wealth of
replicable ideas and activities, as
well as resources for free lesson

plans, color images, books, and
Web sites to help the reader
become more "visually literate."

In addition to gaining practical
knowledge, readers will also come
away with a valuable insight; Visual
literacy is imperative in today's
schools because it is ever-present in
the business worid.

The author writes: "A lack of

visual literacy is as much a handicap
as the inability to read or write."
After finishing this book, readers are
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